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Abstract
In 1966, Howie showed that the semigroup generated by all non-
identity idempotent transformations of an inflnite set X is the dis-
joint union of two semigroups, one of which is denoted by H and
consists of all balanced transformations of X (that is, all transforma-
tions whose defect, shift and collapse are equal and inflnite). Subse-
quently, Howie (1981) and Marques (1983) showed that certain Rees
quotient semigroups associated with H are congruence-free. Here,
we describe all congruences on H.
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper X will denote an inflnite set with cardinal k, and if n is any
inflnite cardinal then n0 will denote the successor of n (that is, the least cardinal
greater than n). All notation and terminology will be from [1] unless specifled other-
wise. In particular, T (X) denotes the full transformation semigroup on X and E(X)
is the semigroup generated by all proper (that is, non-identity) idempotents in T (X).
If fi 2 T (X), we let r(fi) denote the rank of fi (that is, jXfij) and deflne another
three cardinal numbers as follows.
* This author gratefully acknowledges the generous support of Centro de Matematica,
Universidade do Minho during his visit in July 1996.
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D(fi) = XnXfi; d(fi) = jD(fi)j;
S(fi) = fx 2 X : xfi 6= xg; s(fi) = jS(fi)j;
C(fi) = [fyfi¡1 : jyfi¡1j ‚ 2g; c(fi) = jC(fi)j:
The cardinal numbers d(fi); s(fi) and c(fi) are called, respectively, the defect, shift
and collapse of fi and were used by Howie [2] to show that E(X) is the disjoint union
of two semigroups:
V = ffi 2 T (X) : 1 • d(fi) • s(fi) < @0g;
H = ffi 2 T (X) : d(fi) = s(fi) = c(fi) ‚ @0g:
That V is a semigroup follows from [2] Lemmas 2 and 5, and a related semigroup
seems to have been studied by Vorobev [9]. That H is a semigroup follows from [2]
Lemmas 6 and 7, and in [3], Howie referred to its elements as balanced transformations
of X.
Howie’s description of E(X) has been extremely fruitful (see [7] for a brief survey of
related work). In particular, in [7] Lemma 2, the authors showed that every ideal of
H has the form:
H(–; ·) = ffi 2 H : d(fi) ‚ – and r(fi) < ·g
where @0 • – • k and 2 • · • k0, and that these form a chain:
H(k; 2) µ ¢ ¢ ¢ µ H(k; ·) µ ¢ ¢ ¢ µ H(k; k0) µ ¢ ¢ ¢ µ H(@1; k0) µ H(@0; k0): (1)
In this paper, we shall use the latter work to describe all the congruences on H.
2. Preliminary notation and results
We adopt the convention introduced in [1] vol 2, p 241: namely, if fi 2 T (X) then
we write
fi =
µ
Ai
xi
¶
and take as understood that the subscript i belongs to some (unmentioned) index
set I, that the abbreviation fxig denotes fxi : i 2 Ig, and that Xfi = fxig and
Ai = xifi¡1.
A crucial property of H is summarised in the following result: see [2] Lemma 7, as
well as [3] Lemma 2.10 for a correction.
Lemma 2.1. If fi 2 H;fl 2 T (X) and s(fl) < s(fi) then both fifl and flfi have shift,
defect and collapse equal to that of fi.
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At certain points in our argument, it will also be important to know Green’s relations
on H, so we re-state [7] Theorem 6 for convenience.
Lemma 2.2. If fi; fl 2 H then
(a) fl = ‚fi for some ‚ 2 H if and only if Xfl µ Xfi,
(b) fl = fi„ for some „ 2 H if and only if fi – fi¡1 µ fl – fl¡1;
(c) fl = ‚fi„ for some ‚; „ 2 H if and only if r(fl) • r(fi) and d(fl) ‚ d(fi),
(d) D = J .
Much of our work is inspired by Clifiord and Preston’s account of Malcev’s Theorem
concerning the congruences on T (X) (see [1] vol 2, section 10.8). In particular, we
let H(–; ·)⁄ denote the Rees congruence on H determined by the ideal H(–; ·). And
if fi; fl 2 H and @0 • » • k0, we put
D(fi; fl) = fx 2 X : xfi 6= xflg; dr (fi; fl) = max (jD(fi; fl)fij; jD(fi; fl)flj)
¢» = f(fi; fl) 2 T (X)£ T (X) : dr (fi; fl) < »g:
By analogy with Malcev’s Theorem, we will show that under certain conditions a
congruence on H is a combination of the congruences H(–; ·)⁄ and ¢» for certain
cardinals –; · and ». The key step in our approach is the determination of all con-
gruences on every Rees quotient semigroup of consecutive ideals in (1). Fortunately,
however, part of this is already complete. For, as noted in [7] p 324, if 2 • · • k
then H(–; ·) equals
I· = ffi 2 T (X) : r(fi) < ·g
and the congruences on I·0=I· (= D·, say) are known: if · is flnite, D· is completely
0-simple [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.54 and so its congruences are given by [1] vol 2, Theorem
10.58; and if · is inflnite, each congruence onD· is induced by a Malcev congruence on
T (X) [8] Corollary 2.8. To describe the congruences on the other quotient semigroups
provided by (1), we flrst note that by [2] Lemma 6,
G(–) = ffi 2 H : d(fi) = –g
is a semigroup whenever @0 • – • k, and hence for – < k;H(–; k0)=H(–0; k0) is
essentially G(–) with a zero adjoined. The next four Lemmas will enable us to
describe the congruences on G(–) for – < k: the flrst bears comparison with [8]
Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose ‰ is a congruence on G(–) where @0 • – < k. If there exists
(fi; fl) 2 ‰ such that 1 • dr (fi; fl) = » < @0 then [G(–)£G(–)] \¢@0 µ ‰.
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Proof. We begin by closely following the ideas of [1] vol 2, p 244. Let D = D(fi; fl)
and, without loss of generality, suppose jDfij = »; C = Dfi [ Dfl = fcig; XfinC =
XflnC = fejg;Mi = cifi¡1; Ni = cifl¡1, and Rj = ejfi¡1 = ejfl¡1. Note that
possibly one (but not both) of Mi; Ni is empty but nonetheless [Mi = [Ni and this
set contains D. We therefore have:
fi =
µ
Mi Rj
ci ej
¶
» fl =
µ
Ni Rj
ci ej
¶
(2)
where fi » fl signifles that fi; fl are ‰{equivalent. Again without loss of generality,
suppose some c0 = afi 6= afl where a 2M0. Then, since [Mi = [Ni, a 2 N1 for some
index 1 2 I difierent from 0. Note that I is flnite and so jJ j = k since d(fi) = – < k.
We can therefore write fRjg = fRpg [ fdqg [ fdrg, where jRpj ‚ 2; dqfi = dqfl 6= dq
and drfi = dr = drfl (note that P or Q is possibly empty but in any case jP [Qj • –
since c(fi) = s(fi) = –). Put
A = [([Mi)na] [ [[Rp] [ fdqg [ fd2g
where 2 2 R; jRj = k and jAj = – (since fi 2 H and so j [Mij • –). Let b = d2 and
S = Rn2, and put
’1 =
µ
a A ds
a b ds
¶
which is clearly in G(–). Then
’1fi =
µ
a A ds
c0 e2 ds
¶
» `1fl =
µ
a A ds
c1 e2 ds
¶
:
Now let B = Xn[fc0; c1; e2g[fdsg]: that is, the set a[A with at most three elements
deleted, so jBj = –. Then
’2 =
µ
c0 fc1; e2g [B ds
a b ds
¶
also belongs to G(–), and we have:
’1fi’2 =
µ
a A ds
a b ds
¶
» ’1fl’2 =
µ
a [A ds
b ds
¶
:
For each integer n ‚ 1, distinguish d1; : : : ; dn 2 fdsg, write T = Snf1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ng, and
put
ˆ =
µ
a d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn A dt
d1 d2 ¢ ¢ ¢ a b dt
¶
:
Again, ˆ 2 G(–) and we have:
’1fi’2ˆ =
µ
a d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn A dt
d1 d2 ¢ ¢ ¢ a b dt
¶
» ’1fl’2ˆ =
µ
a [A d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn dt
b d2 ¢ ¢ ¢ a dt
¶
:
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Therefore, if ‚ = ’1fi’2ˆ and „ = ’1fl’2ˆ then
‚n+1 =
µ
a d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn A dt
a d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn b dt
¶
» „n+1 =
µ
a [A [ fd1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; dng dt
b dt
¶
(3)
where n is any positive integer, jT j = k and b 2 A.
Finally, let ¾; ¿ be any two distinct elements of G(–) such that dr(¾; ¿) = n < @0 and
write
¾ =
µ
G‘ Wt
u‘ vt
¶
and ¿ =
µ
H‘ Wt
u‘ vt
¶
in the same way as we did for fi; fl in (2): that is, possibly one (but not both) of
G‘; H‘ is empty but in any case [G‘ = [H‘; and jT j = k since d(fi) = – < k, and we
may suppose, without loss of generality, that jLj = n. It is worth noting that the !1
introduced at this point in the proof of [8] Lemma 2.3, may have shift k and so lie
outside G(–). Thus, to proceed further, we must adopt an alternative approach and
for that we modify an idea in [7] p 327. Put
Y = [D(‚n+1) [ C(¾) [ S(¾) [ C(¿) [ S(¿) [ fd1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; dng [ fag]n [G‘;
Z = X‚n+1n[[G‘ [ Y ] µ fdtg;
and choose zi 2 Z with jIj = –. Note that jY j • – and jZj = k. Also, x¾ = x = x¿
for all x =2 [G‘ [ Y . Consequently, we can write Y = [Aj , where jJ j • – and fAjg
is a family of ¾ – ¾¡1{classes (which is possible since ¾ equals the identity outside
of [G‘ [ Y ). Suppose Aj¾ = xj , and let µ be any bijection from fzi; xjg onto fzig
(note that s(µ) • –). Now we consider:
!1 =
µ
G1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Gn zi Aj zt
d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn ziµ xjµ zt
¶
where fztg = Znfzig. Observe that
[G‘ [ fzig [ [[Aj ] [ fztg = [G‘ [ Y [ Z ¶ D(‚n+1) [X‚n+1 = X;
so !1 is deflned on the whole of X. In fact, if j [ G‘j = – then !1 2 G(–) (since
1 • ‘ • n); and if j [ G‘j < – then j[C(¾) [ S(¾)]n [ G‘j = –, so that jY j = – and
!1 2 G(–). Hence, we can pre-multiply (3) by !1 to obtain:µ
G1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Gn zi Aj zt
d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn ziµ xjµ zt
¶
»
µ[G‘ zi Aj zt
b ziµ xjµ zt
¶
: (4)
Finally, let
!2 =
µ
d1 ¢ ¢ ¢ dn ziµ xjµ zt M
u1 ¢ ¢ ¢ un zi xj zt b
¶
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where M = Xn[fd1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; dng [ Z] = D(!1‚n+1) is a set with cardinal – and b 2 M
(since b =2 fdtg). Then, post-multiplying (4) by !2, we obtain:
¾ =
µ
G‘ zi Aj zt
u‘ zi xj zt
¶
»
µ[G‘ Wt
b vt
¶
:
Observe that for all y 2 Y; y¾ = y¿ : otherwise, y¾ 6= y¿ implies y 2 D(¾; ¿) µ [G‘ =
[H‘, which is a contradiction. In other words, using the same Y and Z as before
(but difierent !1 and !2), we can obtain:
¿ =
µ
H‘ Wt
u‘ vt
¶
»
µ[H‘ Wt
b vt
¶
and since [G‘ = [H‘, it follows that (¾; ¿) 2 ‰ by the transitivity of ‰.
Before proceeding, we prove a simple result which will be needed several times in
what follows: part (i) is [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.62(i).
Lemma 2.4.
(i) If fi; fl 2 T (X) then dr(fi; fl) • max fr(fi); r(fl)g, and equality occurs if r(fi) 6=
r(fl) and at least one of these is inflnite.
(ii) If fi; fl 2 H then dr(fi; fl) • max fd(fi); d(fl)g, and equality occurs if d(fi) 6= d(fl).
Proof. To show (ii), note that if xfi 6= xfl then either x = xfi 6= xfl or x 6= xfi. Hence
jD(fi; fl)fij • jS(fl)fi [ S(fi)fij • max fd(fi); d(fl)g
since fi 2 H. Likewise, jD(fi; fl)flj • max fd(fi); d(fl)g, and so the inequality holds.
If d(fi) < d(fl) then jS(fl)nS(fi)j = d(fl) (again, since fi 2 H). But if xfl 6= x = xfi
then x 2 D(fi; fl): that is, S(fl)nS(fi) µ D(fi; fl) and so the second assertion holds.
The proof of the next result is similar to that in [8] Lemma 2.6, but difiers in a
signiflcant way at a key point in the argument: we therefore feel obliged to provide
all the details. In addition, since it depends on [8] Lemma 2.5, we state the latter
here for convenience.
Lemma 2.5. If fi; fl 2 T (X) and dr(fi; fl) = » ‚ @0 then there exists Y µ D(fi; fl)
such that Y fi \ Y fl = ; and max (jY fij; jY flj) = »:
Lemma 2.6. Suppose ‰ is a congruence on G(–) where @0 • – < k. If there exists
(fi; fl) 2 ‰ such that dr (fi; fl) = » ‚ @0 then [G(–)£G(–)] \¢»0 µ ‰.
Proof. We adopt the same notation as introduced at and before (2), with the proviso
that now » is inflnite. By Lemma 2.5, there exists Y µ D such that Y fi \ Y fl = ;
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and max (jY fij; jY flj) = »: If jY flj = » then Y µ D and jDflj • » together imply that
jDflj = ». Hence, we may assume that jY fij = » and let Y fi = fc‘g µ fcig where
jLj = ». Let O‘ = c‘fi¡1: note that each O‘ equals some Mi and [O‘ µ [Mi.
Note also that jJ j = k since » • – < k, so we can write fRjg = fRpg [ fRqg where
jP j = – and jQj = k. Then j [ Rpj = – since c(fi) = –. Choose y‘ 2 O‘; rq 2 Rq and
a 2 [Rp, and put A = [([Mi)nfy‘g] [ [[Rp] which is a set with cardinal –. Then
’1 =
µ
y‘ A Rq
y‘ a rq
¶
is an element of G(–), so we have:
’1fi =
µ
y‘ A Rq
c‘ afi eq
¶
» ’1fl =
µ
y‘ A Rq
y‘fl afl eq
¶
where afi = afl (by choice of a) and fc‘g \ fy‘flg = ; (by the choice of Y ). Hence, if
B = Xn[fc‘g [ feqg] then fy‘flg µ B = D(fi) [ fci : i =2 Lg [ fepg and so jBj = –.
Put
’2 =
µ
c‘ B eq
y‘ a rq
¶
;
and note that c‘ 6= y‘ for at most » of the ‘’s (since jLj = ») and eq 6= rq for at most
– of the q’s (since s(fi) = –). Hence, ’2 2 G(–) and
‚ = ’1fi’2 =
µ
y‘ A Rq
y‘ a rq
¶
» „ = ’1fl’2 =
µ fy‘g [A Rq
a rq
¶
: (5)
We now complete the proof in a manner similar to that of Lemma 2.3. To do this,
let ¾; ¿ be any two distinct elements of G(–) such that dr (¾; ¿) • » and write
¾ =
µ
Gs Wt
us vt
¶
and ¿ =
µ
Hs Wt
us vt
¶
in the same way as we did for fi; fl in (2): that is, possibly one (but not both) of
Gs; Hs is empty but in any case [Gs = [Hs; and jSj • »; jT j = k. Put
Y = [D(‚) [ C(¾) [ S(¾) [ C(¿) [ S(¿) [ fy‘g [ fag]n [Gs;
Z = X‚n[([Gs) [ Y ] µ frqg;
If j [Gsj > – then j([Gs)nfusgj > – (since » • –) and so s(¾) > –, a contradiction.
Hence, j [Gsj • – whereas j([Gs)[ Y j = –. Therefore, jY j • – but jZj = k. Choose
zi 2 Z with jIj = –. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, Y = [Aj where fAjg is a family
of ¾ – ¾¡1{classes and jJ j • –. Also, let Aj¾ = xj , and suppose µ is any bijection
from fzi; xjg onto fzig. If fysg µ fy‘g and fztg = frqgnfzig then
!1 =
µ
Gs zi Aj zt
ys ziµ xjµ zt
¶
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is an element of G(–) and from (5) we obtain:
!1‚ =
µ
Gs zi Aj zt
ys ziµ xjµ zt
¶
» !1„ =
µ[Gs zi Aj zt
a ziµ xjµ zt
¶
:
It is clear that we can complete the proof as we did for Lemma 2.3, so we omit the
details.
We now use Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 to obtain the following result: it is comparable with
[8], Theorem 2.7, although the proof is modelled on that of [6] Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 2.7. If @0 • – < k and ‰ is a non-identity, non-universal congruence on
G(–) then ‰ = [G(–)£G(–)] \¢» for some » satisfying @0 • » • –.
Proof. Let » equal the least cardinal greater than dr (fi; fl) where (fi; fl) 2 ‰. By
Lemma 2.3, » is inflnite and ‰ µ ¢». Let (fi; fl) 2 [G(–) £ G(–)] \¢» and suppose
dr (fi; fl) = …. If dr (¾; ¿) < … for all (¾; ¿) 2 ‰, we contradict the deflnition of ».
Hence, there exists (¾; ¿) 2 ‰ with dr (¾; ¿) ‚ … and then Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6 imply
that [G(–)£G(–)]\¢…0 µ ‰ in which case (fi; fl) 2 ‰: that is, ‰ = [G(–)£G(–)]\¢»
as required.
There remains just one Rees quotient semigroup determined by (1) whose congruences
must still be considered: namely,
T (k) = H(k; k0)=H(k; k)
which can be regarded as the semigroup:
ffi 2 H : d(fi) = k = r(fi)g [ f0g
in which the product of two elements is 0 if its rank is less than k (recall that G(k)
is a semigroup). With this in mind, T (k) is a proper subsemigroup of Dk = Ik0=Ik.
In fact, it is replete in Dk (in the sense of [8]: that is, for all fi; fl 2 T (k) and
° 2 Dk; fi R ° L fl implies ° 2 T (k). For, as noted in [8], Green’s R and L relations
on Dk are entirely similar to those on T (X), and so fi – fi¡1 = ° – °¡1 implies
k = c(fi) = c(°), and X° = Xfl implies d(°) = d(fl) = k (hence s(°) = k since
D(°) µ S(°)). Moreover, T (k) contains the set
ffi 2 Dk : d(fi) = k and jyfi¡1j = k for some y 2 Xg [ f0g:
Consequently, [8] Theorems 2.1 and 2.7 give the following result.
Theorem 2.8. If X is inflnite and jXj = k then T (k) is a 0-bisimple regular
semigroup for which every non-identity, non-universal congruence equals [T (k) £
T (k) \¢»] [ f(0; 0)g for some » satisfying @0 • » • k.
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3. Primary rank is inflnite but at most k.
Our description of the congruences on H is similar to Clifiord and Preston’s account
of Malcev’s Theorem regarding the congruences on T (X). Thus, by analogy with [1]
vol 2, Lemma 10.64, we start with the following result: the proof is straight-forward,
so we omit the details. Note that, throughout the following, we let Xa denote the
constant map with range fag.
Lemma 3.1. If ‰ is a congruence on H difierent from the identity and if
K‰ = ffi 2 H : (fi;Xa) 2 ‰ for some constant Xa 2 Hg
then K‰ is an ideal of H.
From (1), K‰ = H(–(‰); ·(‰)) for some cardinals –(‰) and ·(‰) satisfying @0 • –(‰) •
k and 2 • ·(‰) • k0: we call them the primary defect and the primary rank of ‰,
respectively. Our description of the congruences on H depends on the relative size
of these cardinals: to start with, for the remainder of this section we assume
@0 • ·(‰) • k (and hence –(‰) = k).
We begin by proving an analogue of [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.65.
Theorem 3.2. If ‰ is a congruence on H difierent from the identity and –(‰) = k
then
H(k; ·(‰))⁄ µ ‰ µ H(k; ·(‰))⁄ [ Q
where Q = f(fi; fl) 2 H £H : r(fi) = r(fl)g.
Proof. The flrst containment follows from Lemma 3.1. To establish the second, let
(fi; fl) 2 ‰nQ and, without loss of generality, suppose r(fl) < r(fi) = · say. If · is
inflnite, jXfinXflj = · and we can write XfinXfl as a disjoint union of two sets U
and V , each with cardinal ·. Choose a 2 U , write V [ [Xn(Xfi [Xfl)] = fxig, and
let
° =
µ
Xfl [ U xi
a xi
¶
:
Then C(°) = Xfl [ U and S(°) = (Xfl [ U)nfag = D(°), and each of these three
sets has cardinal ·. Hence, ° 2 H and we have Xfi° = V [ fag; Xfl° = fag: that is,
· < ·(‰), and the result follows.
Suppose · is flnite. If Xfi \Xfl = ;, choose b 2 Xfl and c 2 Xn(Xfi [Xfl), write
Xfi = fxig, and let
° =
µ
Xfl Xn(Xfi [Xfl) xi
b c xi
¶
:
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Clearly, ° has shift, defect and collapse equal to k, and so ° 2 H. In addition, fi° = fi
and fl° = Xb, so · < ·(‰).
Finally, suppose · = r is flnite, Xfi \ Xfl 6= ; and jXflj = s: In this case, write
Xfi \Xfl = C = fc1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ctg where 0 < t • s < r: Let °0 map XnXfi onto c1 and
leave all other elements of X flxed. Then fi°0 = fi and Xfl°0 = C, and moreover
°0 2 H (since XnXfi has cardinal k). Next, choose a 2 Xn(Xfi [ Xfl) and, for
i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; t, let °i map ci onto c1, Xn(Xfi [ Xfl) onto a, and leave the elements
of (Xfi [Xfl)nfcig flxed. Since Xn(Xfi [Xfl) has cardinal k, each °i 2 H. Write
fii = fi°0 : : : °i and fli = fl°0 : : : °i and note that (fii; fli) 2 ‰ for i = 0; 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; t. In
addition, r(fl0) = t and r(fi0) = r, whereas r(fli) = t¡ (i¡ 1) and r(fii) = r¡ (i¡ 1)
for i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; t. In particular, r(flt) = 1 and so fit 2 K‰, where r(fit) = r¡(t¡1) > 1
since r > t. Therefore, ·(‰) > 2. But then r(flt¡1) = 2 implies flt¡1 2 K‰ and so
fit¡1 2 K‰. In turn, this implies flt¡2; fit¡2; flt¡3; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; fi1 all belong to K‰ and hence,
since r(fi1) = r, we have r < ·(‰).
The next step is to prove an analogue of [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.69, and for that we
require a result like [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.73.
Lemma 3.3. If ‰ is a congruence on H and there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ such that
dr (fi; fl) = » ‚ @0 then H(k; »0)£H(k; »0) µ ‰.
Proof. Choose Y µ D(fi; fl) as given by Lemma 2.5 and suppose, without loss of
generality, that jY fij = » and Y fi = fyifig. Write X as a disjoint union of two sets
A and B where jAj = » and jBj = k, and let ‚ be a transformation which maps A
onto fyig and collapses B to a point in fyig. In addition, write Y fi as a disjoint
union of two sets M and N , both with cardinal », and let „ be a transformation
which flxes M pointwise and collapses XnM to a single point. Clearly, ‚ 2 H. Also,
if » < k then Xn(Y fi [ Y fl) is contained in XnM and has cardinal k, whereas if
» = k then N is contained in XnM and has cardinal k: that is, „ 2 H. Moreover,
d(‚fi„) = k; r(‚fi„) = »; r(‚fl„) = 1 and (‚fi„; ‚fl„) 2 ‰. Hence, » < ·(‰) and the
result follows.
Clifiord and Preston’s proof of [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.69(ii) is long and complicated:
our method of proving its analogue for H will be to adapt an idea used in the proof
of [8] Corollary 2.4.
Lemma 3.4. If ‰ is a congruence on H and there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ such that
r(fi) = r(fl) = · ‚ @0 and 1 • dr (fi; fl) = » < @0 then ¢@0\[H(k; ·0)£H(k; ·0)] µ ‰.
Proof. Suppose · < k, so that H(k; ·0) = I·0 . Let ‰0 = ‰ \ (D· £ D·) [ f(0; 0)g,
and note that this is an equivalence on D·. Suppose there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰0 such
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that r(fi‚) < r(fl‚) = · for some non-zero ‚ 2 D·. Then, by Lemma 2.4(i), we have
dr (fi‚; fl‚) = ·, and Lemma 3.3 implies that H(k; ·0)£H(k; ·0) µ ‰, and the result
follows.
Therefore, we may assume that if (fi; fl) 2 ‰0 and ‚ 2 D· then both fi‚; fl‚ equal 0,
or neither of them equals 0, so (fi‚; fl‚) 2 ‰0. A similar argument shows that ‰0 is
also left compatible, and hence it is a congruence on D· difierent from the identity.
From [8] Lemma 2.3, we conclude that
¢@0 \ (D· £D·) µ ‰0:
That is, any two elements of H having rank · and difiering in any flnite number of
places are ‰{equivalent. In particular, we have:
‚ =
µ
a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ as B rt
a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ as b rt
¶
» „ =
µ fa1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; asg [B rt
b rt
¶
(6)
where b 2 B, s is any positive integer, jT j = · < k, and jBj = k (hence ‚; „ 2 H).
Let ¾; ¿ be any two distinct elements of H with defect k and rank at most · such
that dr (¾; ¿) = s < @0 and write
¾ =
µ
G‘ Wp
u‘ vp
¶
and ¿ =
µ
H‘ Wp
u‘ vp
¶
in the same way as we did for fi; fl in (2): that is, possibly one (but not both) of
G‘; H‘ is empty but in any case [G‘ = [H‘; and we may suppose, without loss of
generality, that jLj = s. Note also that if both ¾ and ¿ have flnite rank then P is
possibly empty. On the other hand, if one of them has inflnite rank then by Lemma
2.4(i) they must have equal rank, in which case P is inflnite with cardinal at most ·.
With this in mind, the following argument covers all cases.
Using the notation in (6), we regard P as a subset of T and deflne
!1 =
µ
G1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Gs Wp
a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ as rp
¶
:
Since ¾ 2 H and d(¾) = k, we have c(!1) = c(¾) = k and since jP j • · < k; d(!1) =
k. Hence, !1 2 H and, pre-multiplying (6) by !1, we obtainµ
G1 ¢ ¢ ¢ Gs Wp
a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ as rp
¶
»
µ[G‘ Wp
b rp
¶
(7)
Now put Z = Xn(fa1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; asg [ frpg), a set with cardinal k, and let
!2 =
µ
a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ as rp Z
u1 ¢ ¢ ¢ us vp b
¶
:
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Clearly, !2 2 H and, post-multiplying (7) by !2, we obtain
¾ »
µ[G‘ Wp
b vp
¶
:
In a similar way, we can obtain:
¿ =
µ
H‘ Wp
u‘ vp
¶
»
µ[H‘ Wp
b vp
¶
and since [G‘ = [H‘, it follows that (¾; ¿) 2 ‰ by the transitivity of ‰.
Suppose · = k. As at the end of section 2, write T (k) = H(k; k0)=H(k; k) and let
‰0 = ‰ \ [T (k)£ T (k)] [ f(0; 0)g. As at the start of this proof, we may assume ‰0 is
a congruence on T (k) difierent from the identity and so, by Theorem 2.8, we have
¢@0 \ [T (k)£ T (k)] µ ‰0:
That is, any two elements of H having defect and rank equal to k and difiering in
any flnite number of places are ‰{equivalent. We may now repeat the argument from
(6) onwards, with the proviso that now jT j = · = k. In this event, c(!1) = k as
before. In addition, since we can easily ensure that jBj = k (even when jT j = k) we
still have d(!1) = k. Also, since B µ Z (even when jP j = k) we again have !2 2 H.
That is, with these observations, the previous argument remains valid and hence the
result also holds when · = k.
The next step is to prove an analogue of [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.69(i) for H.
Lemma 3.5. If ‰ is a congruence on H and there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ such that
r(fi) = r(fl) = · ‚ @0 and dr (fi; fl) = » ‚ @0 then ¢»0 \ [H(k; ·0)£H(k; ·0)] µ ‰.
Proof. Suppose · < k and let ‰0 = ‰ \ (D· £ D·) [ f(0; 0)g. As in the proof of
Lemma 3.4, we can assume ‰0 is a congruence on D· difierent from the identity.
Hence, by [8] Lemma 2.6, we have
¢»0 \ (D· £D·) µ ‰0:
That is, any two elements of H having rank · and difiering in at most » places are
‰{equivalent. In particular, we have:
‚ =
µ
a‘ B rt
a‘ b rt
¶
» „ =
µ fa‘g [B rt
b rt
¶
(8)
where b 2 B, jLj = … • »; jT j = · < k, and jBj = k (hence ‚; „ 2 H). Let
¾; ¿ be any two distinct elements of H with defect k and rank at most · such that
dr (¾; ¿) = … • » and write
¾ =
µ
G‘ Wp
u‘ vp
¶
and ¿ =
µ
H‘ Wp
u‘ vp
¶
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in the same way as we did for fi; fl in (2): that is, possibly one (but not both) of
G‘; H‘ is empty but in any case [G‘ = [H‘; and we may suppose, without loss of
generality, that jLj = …. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, note that P may be empty
but in any case jP j • ·. Using the notation of (8), write
!1 =
µ
G‘ Wp
a‘ rp
¶
:
As before, !1 2 H and, pre-multiplying (8) by !1, we obtainµ
G‘ Wp
a‘ rp
¶
»
µ[G‘ Wp
b rp
¶
(9)
Now put Z = Xn(fa‘g [ frpg), a set with cardinal k, and let
!2 =
µ
a‘ rp Z
u‘ vp b
¶
:
Again, !2 2 H and we may complete the proof for this case as in that for Lemma
3.4.
If · = k, we re-deflne ‰0 using T (k) as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 and apply Theorem
2.8 to obtain
¢»0 \ [T (k)£ T (k)] µ ‰0:
That is, any two elements of H having defect and rank equal to k and difiering in at
most » places are ‰{equivalent. We may now repeat the argument from (8) onwards,
with the same provisos as before, to complete the proof for this case also.
Following the notation of [1] vol 2, p 234, for each cardinal … in the interval [·(‰); k],
we let …⁄ denote the least cardinal greater than every cardinal » for which there exist
fi; fl 2 H such that (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with r(fi) = r(fl) = … and dr (fi; fl) = ».
To prove a result analogous to [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.70, we require a result similar to
[1] vol 2, Lemma 10.63 (also see Lemma 4.1 below). In fact, the case when ·1 = ·2
in part (i) below will not be required. But, to preserve the similarity with Clifiord
and Preston’s result, we prove that case as well.
Lemma 3.6.
(i) Suppose ·1; ·2 are inflnite cardinals satisfying ·1 • ·2. If fi; fl 2 H satisfy
r(fi) = r(fl) = ·2 and dr (fi; fl) = » • ·1 then there exists ° 2 H such that
r(fi°) = r(fl°) = ·1 and dr (fi°; fl°) = »:
(ii) If »; · are cardinals satisfying max f@0; »g • · • k then there exist fi; fl 2 H
such that r(fi) = r(fl) = · and dr (fi; fl) = ».
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Proof. (i) If ·1 < ·2, we adopt the same proof as that for [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.63(i)
but exercise a little more care in deflning the transformation °. Namely, we write
XfinC as the disjoint union of two sets B; Y where jBj = ·2; jY j = ·1 and choose
z 2 Y . Then we let ° be the transformation collapsing B to z and flxing the rest of
X { that is, Y [ (XnXfi) [ C { pointwise. Clearly, ° has shift, defect and collapse
equal to ·2, and so ° 2 H. The rest of Clifiord and Preston’s argument then holds
verbatim.
To cover the case when ·1 = ·2 = · say, we have to exercise even more care and start
by writing fi; fl as we did at (2). That is,
fi =
µ
Mi Rj
ci ej
¶
; fl =
µ
Ni Rj
ci ej
¶
where [Mi = [Ni; jIj = » • · and · is inflnite. If jJ j = ·, write J = P [ Q where
jP j = jQj = ·, and let ° be a transformation that flxes fcig [ fepg and collapses the
rest of X to a single point. Then ° 2 H (regardless of whether · equals k) and this
° produces the desired result.
Suppose jJ j < ·. Then by assumption both fMig and fNig have cardinal · (even
though, for each i, one of Mi; Ni is possibly empty) and · = ». Write fMig =
fMpg [ fMqg where jP j = jQj = ·, so we have
fi =
µ
Mp Mq Rj
cp cq ej
¶
; fl =
µ
Np Nq Rj
cp cq ej
¶
:
If jfNpgj < · then jfNqgj = · : that is, in what follows we can assume both fMpg
and fNpg have cardinal · (if necessary, we simply interchange P and Q). Let ° be
the transformation that flxes fcpg [ fejg and collapses the rest of X to a point z
outside fcpg. Then
fi° =
µ
Mp [Mq Rj
cp z ej
¶
; fl° =
µ
Np [Nq Rj
cp z ej
¶
and so both fi° and fl° have rank ·. Now, for each p, there exists mp 2 Mp such
that cp = mpfi 6= mpfl, and moreover mp 2 [Ni. If mp 2 Np0 for some p0 2 P then
p0 6= p and cp = mpfi° 6= mpfl° = cp0 . On the other hand, if mp 2 Nq for some
q 2 Q then cp = mpfi° 6= z = mpfl°. That is, D(fi°; fl°) contains a cross-section of
fMpg and so dr (fi°; fl°) ‚ ·. But dr (fi°; fl°) • dr (fi; fl) is always true, so we have
shown dr (fi°; fl°) = ·.
(ii) Write X = A [ B [ Y where jAj = k; jBj = · and jY j = ». Let ¾ be the
transformation that collapses A to a point z 2 A and flxes B [ Y pointwise; and let
¿ be a transformation that has the same efiect as ¾ on A and B, but collapses Y
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to z. Then ¾; ¿ have shift, defect and collapse equal to k and r(¾) = r(¿) = ·. In
addition, D(¾; ¿) = Y , so dr (¾; ¿) = ». That is, ¾; ¿ are elements of H satisfying the
prescribed conditions.
Lemma 3.7. The mapping ⁄ : [·(‰); k] ! [1; ·(‰)]; … ! …⁄, is well-deflned and has
the property: – • " implies "⁄ • –⁄.
Proof. Suppose …⁄ > ·(‰). If all (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with r(fi) = r(fl) = … have dr (fi; fl) <
·(‰), we contradict the choice of …⁄. Hence, there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with r(fi) =
r(fl) = … and dr (fi; fl) = » ‚ ·(‰). By Lemma 3.5, ‰ therefore contains every pair in
H(k; …0)£H(k; …0) with difierence rank at most ». Since ·(‰) • » • …, this means
H(k; ·(‰)0)£H(k; ·(‰)0) µ ‰;
contradicting the deflnition of ·(‰) (recall that K‰ = H(k; ·(‰)) by assumption).
Hence, …⁄ • ·(‰), as required. The rest of the proof is essentially the same as that
of [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.70, with an appeal to our Lemma 3.6 at a decisive point.
As noted in [1] vol 2, p 234, the range of the mapping … ! …⁄ must be flnite and
we write it as f»r; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »1g where »r < ¢ ¢ ¢ < »1. For each i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; r, we let ·i be
the least cardinal such that ·⁄i = »i and write ·r+1 = k
0. Clearly, »1 • ·(‰) • ·1;
and, by Lemma 3.7 and the choice of the »i, we have ·i < ·i+1 for i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; r.
Also, since »1 = …⁄ for some … ‚ ·(‰), Lemma 3.7 implies »1 = …⁄ • ·(‰)⁄ • ·(‰):
indeed, if »1 < ·(‰)⁄, we contradict the assumption that f»r; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »1g is the range of
the mapping … ! …⁄, and so »1 = ·(‰)⁄; that is, ·1 = ·(‰). We call
»r < ¢ ¢ ¢ < »1 • ·(‰) = ·1 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < ·r < ·r+1 = k0
the sequence of cardinals associated with ‰. Note that, by Lemma 3.5, »r must equal
1 if it is flnite, and all other cardinals in the sequence are inflnite.
Lemma 3.8. If ·(‰) • … • k then ¢…⁄ \ [H(k; …0) £ H(k; …0)] µ ‰: Hence, if
·i • · < ·i+1 where 1 • i • r then ¢»i \ [H(k; ·0)£H(k; ·0)] µ ‰:
Proof. Suppose fi; fl 2 H have defect k, rank …, and dr (fi; fl) = » < …⁄. Then, from
the deflnition of …⁄, there exists (¾; ¿) 2 ‰ where ¾; ¿ have rank … and dr (¾; ¿) ‚ »;
hence, by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, (fi; fl) 2 ‰. If ·i • · < ·i+1 where 1 • i • r¡ 1 then
»i+1 • ·⁄ • »i. Given that f»r < ¢ ¢ ¢ < »1g is the range of the mapping … ! …⁄ and
using the deflnition of ·i, we conclude that ·⁄ = »i. Likewise, if ·r • · • k then
·⁄ = »r. An application of the flrst part of the Lemma then completes the proof.
We are now ready to describe the congruences ‰ on H for which –(‰) = k and
@0 • ·(‰) • k: although the proof of the following result owes much to that of [1]
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vol 2, Theorem 10.72, we feel the context is su–ciently difierent to warrant inclusion
of all the details.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose X is inflnite and jXj = k. Let r be a positive integer and
»i; ·i be cardinals such that
»r < ¢ ¢ ¢ < »1 • ·1 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < ·r • k; (10)
where all the »i; ·i are inflnite except possibly »r, and if it is flnite then it equals 1.
Then the relation £ on H deflned by
£ = H(k; ·1)⁄ [ [¢»1 \H(k; ·2)⁄] [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ [¢»r¡1 \H(k; ·r)⁄] [ [¢»r \ (H £H)]
is a congruence on H and (10) is its sequence of cardinals. Conversely, if ‰ is a
non-universal congruence on H for which –(‰) = k and @0 • ·(‰) • k and if (10) is
its sequence of cardinals with ·1 = ·(‰) then ‰ = £.
Proof. For convenience, write »0 = k0, so that
£ = [f¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ : i = 0; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; r ¡ 1g [ [¢»r \ (H £H)]:
Clearly,£ is re°exive and symmetric and, being the union of compatible relations, it
is compatible with respect to the product on H.
To show it is transitive, suppose
(fi; fl) 2 ¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ and (fl; °) 2 ¢»j \H(k; ·j+1)⁄
where 0 • i • j • r ¡ 1 and fi 6= fl 6= °. Since only »r can be flnite (and when
that occurs, ¢»r = idH), »i is inflnite if r(fi) 6= r(fl). Hence, if fi; fl have flnite
but unequal rank then both ranks are less than »i. On the other hand, if their
ranks are unequal and at least one is inflnite then Lemma 2.4(i) implies both ranks
are less than »i • ·1. Hence, in all cases, (fi; fl) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄. Similarly, if fl; °
have unequal ranks then (fl; °) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄ and so (fi; °) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄ µ £. And if
r(fi) 6= r(fl) but r(fl) = r(°) then r(fl) < ·1 as before, and so we again conclude that
(fi; °) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄.
If fi; fl; ° have equal rank then r(°) = r(fi) < ·i+1 implies (fi; °) 2 H(k; ·i+1)⁄. In
addition, i • j implies »j • »i and ¢»j µ ¢»i . Hence, by supposition, (fl; °) 2 ¢»i
and so (fi; °) 2 ¢»i (since the restriction of ¢»i to H is a congruence on H). That
is, (fi; °) 2 ¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ µ £, as required.
Finally, suppose (fi; fl) 2 ¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ where 0 • i • r ¡ 1 and (fl; °) 2 ¢»r \
(H £ H). In this case, if fi; fl have unequal rank then, as before, we can conclude
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that (fi; °) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄, regardless of whether the ranks of fl and ° are equal or
not. Likewise, if fi; fl; ° have the same rank then (fi; °) 2 H(k; ·i+1)⁄. And, since
¢»r µ ¢»i , we have (fl; °) 2 ¢»i and hence (fi; °) 2 ¢»i . That is, (fi; °) 2 £ as
before.
We now show –(£) = k and @0 • ·(£) • k, and that ·1 = ·(£) and (10) is
the sequence of cardinals for £. If –(£) < k then there exists (fi;Xa) 2 £ with
d(fi) = –(£). Clearly, from the deflnition of £, this means (fi;Xa) 2 ¢»r \ (H £H).
But, since d(Xa) = k, Lemma 2.4(ii) implies dr (fi;Xa) = k and so »r = k0 • ·r • k,
a contradiction. Therefore, –(£) = k.
Since H(k; ·1)⁄ µ £, we know ·1 • ·(£). Suppose fi 2 K£, so (fi;Xa) 2 £ for some
constant map Xa: we assert that r(fi) < ·1, in which case it follows that ·1 = ·(£).
Indeed, if r(fi) = · ‚ ·1 ‚ @0 and (fi;Xa) 2 ¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ where 1 • i • r ¡ 1
and ·i • · < ·i+1 then Lemma 2.4(i) implies dr (fi;Xa) = · < »i • ·i • ·, a
contradiction. On the other hand, if (fi;Xa) 2 ¢»r then dr (fi;Xa) = · < »r • ·1 •
·, another contradiction. Hence the assertion is true.
Next we show that if ·i • · < ·i+1 for 1 • i • r ¡ 1 then ·⁄ = »i. To do this,
suppose (fi; fl) 2 £ for distinct fi; fl with r(fi) = r(fl) = ·. Then (fi; fl) belongs
to H(k; ·i+1)⁄ but not to H(k; ·i)⁄, and it also lies in ¢»j \ H(k; ·j+1)⁄ for some
j = 0; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; r ¡ 1. Since j < i implies j + 1 • i and so H(k; ·j+1)⁄ µ H(k; ·i)⁄, it
follows that i • j;¢»j µ ¢»i and so dr (fi; fl) < »i. Moreover, if » is any cardinal
less than »i then Lemma 3.6(ii) implies there exist ¾; ¿ 2 H with r(¾) = r(¿) = ·
and dr (¾; ¿) = ». Thus, (¾; ¿) 2 ¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ and we have shown that »i is the
least cardinal greater than all » for which there exists (fi; fl) 2 £ with r(fi) = r(fl) =
·; ·i • · < ·i+1 for some i satisfying 1 • i • r ¡ 1, and dr (fi; fl) = » 6= 0. That is,
·⁄ = »i, as asserted.
If (fi; fl) 2 £; r(fi) = r(fl) = · and ·r • · then, by deflnition of £, dr (fi; fl) < »r.
Another appeal to Lemma 3.6(ii) ensures that »r is the least cardinal greater than
all » for which there exists (fi; fl) 2 £ with r(fi) = r(fl) = · ‚ ·r and dr (fi; fl) = ».
That is, we also have ·⁄ = »r in this case.
From the last two paragraphs, we conclude that ·i is the least cardinal · for which
·⁄ = »i and hence that (10) is indeed the sequence of cardinals for £. For the
converse, suppose ‰ is a congruence on H satisfying the stated conditions and let
(fi; fl) 2 ‰. By Lemma 3.2, either (fi; fl) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄ µ £ or r(fi) = r(fl) = · say.
If · < ·1 • k then d(fi) = d(fl) = k and (fi; fl) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄. So, we can assume
· ‚ ·1. In the latter event, ·i • · < ·i+1 for some i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; r ¡ 1 or ·r • · • k.
By deflnition of ·⁄, dr (fi; fl) must be less than ·⁄ which equals »i if ·i • · < ·i+1;
hence, in this case, (fi; fl) 2 ¢»i \ H(k; ·i+1)⁄ µ £. On the other hand, if ·r • ·
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then ·⁄ = ·⁄r = »r and again dr (fi; fl) < »r, in which case (fi; fl) 2 ¢»r \ (H £H).
That is, we have shown ‰ µ £.
Suppose (fi; fl) 2 £. If (fi; fl) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄ then (fi; fl) 2 ‰ since we are assuming
K‰ = H(k; ·(‰)) and ·(‰) is inflnite. Therefore, suppose (fi; fl) =2 H(k; ·1)⁄ but
(fi; fl) 2 ¢»i \H(k; ·i+1)⁄ for some i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; r ¡ 1. In this case, either r(fi) or r(fl)
is inflnite. Hence, if r(fl) < r(fi) then Lemma 2.4(i) implies r(fi) = dr (fi; fl) < »i • ·1
and so (fi; fl) 2 H(k; ·1)⁄, contradicting our supposition. Therefore, r(fl) = r(fi) = ·
say and we can assume ·j • · < ·j+1 where 1 • j • r¡ 1. Then Lemma 3.8 implies
¢»j \ [H(k; ·0)£H(k; ·0)] µ ‰ and so (fi; fl) 2 ‰. A similar argument holds for when
(fi; fl) 2 ¢»r \ (H £H). That is, we have shown £ µ ‰.
Note that, although we have used analogues of Clifiord and Preston’s results through-
out the foregoing discussion, we have not appealed to Malcev’s Theorem itself. We
now show how the latter can be deduced from Theorem 3.9. First, however, ob-
serve that if ‰ is a non-identity, non-universal congruence on T (X) then, by [1]
vol 2, Lemma 10.64, K‰ = I·(‰) for some cardinal ·(‰) • k and so K‰ = H(k; ·(‰)):
as before, we call ·(‰) the primary rank of ‰.
Corollary 3.10. If ‰ is a non-identity, non-universal congruence on T (X) for which
·(‰) is inflnite then
‰ = H(k; ·1)⁄ [ [¢»1 \H(k; ·2)⁄] [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ [¢»r¡1 \H(k; ·r)⁄] [¢»r (11)
where ·1 = ·(‰) and the cardinals »i; ·i form a sequence:
»r < ¢ ¢ ¢ < »1 • ·1 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < ·r • k;
in which every term is inflnite, except possibly »r which equals 1 if it is flnite.
Proof. Clearly, £ = ‰\(H£H) is a congruence on H and, by Theorem 3.2, ·(£) • k0.
If equality occurs then there exists (fi;Xa) 2 ‰ with r(fi) = k and so, using the
characterisation of Green’s J {relation on T (X), we conclude that ‰ is universal.
Therefore, ·(‰) • k. In addition, since ·(‰) is inflnite, there exists (fi;Xa) 2 ‰ where
fi is a transformation flxing a set A with cardinal @0 and collapsing XnA to a single
point. That is, fi 2 H and hence ·(£) is inflnite. By Theorem 3.9, we have:
£ = H(k; ·1)⁄ [ [¢»1 \H(k; ·2)⁄] [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ [¢»r¡1 \H(k; ·r)⁄] [ [¢»r \ (H £H)] µ ‰:
From this we deduce that ·(£) • ·(‰). Suppose there exists (fi;Xa) 2 ‰ where
r(fi) = · ‚ ·(£) and write the fi – fi¡1{classes as fRig [ fRjg where jIj = jJ j =
·. Then X = [[fRig] [ [[fRjg] and, without loss of generality, we may assume
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j [ fRigj = k and write Rjfi = xj . Let ° be a mapping that flxes fxjg pointwise and
collapses Xnfxjg to a single point. Then (fi°;Xb) 2 ‰ for some b 2 X and fi° is an
element of H with rank ·. Hence, · < ·(£), contradicting our supposition. That is,
·(£) ‚ ·(‰) and equality follows.
Suppose (fi; fl) belongs to ‰ but not to H(k; ·(‰))⁄. By [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.65,
this means (fi; fl) 2 D and so r(fi) = r(fl) = · say. If · < k then fi; fl 2 H and so
(fi; fl) 2 £ which is contained in the right-hand side of (11). We assert that if · = k
then (fi; fl) 2 ¢»r , in which case the result clearly follows.
To establish the assertion, write fi; fl as we did at (2) and let dr (fi; fl) = ». If » < k
then jJ j = k and we can write J = P [ Q where jP j = jQj = k. Without loss of
generality, suppose jIj = », choose mi 2Mi; z 2 [Rp; rq 2 Rq, and let
° =
µ
Mi [Rp Rq
mi z rq
¶
:
Then °fi; °fl are elements of H with rank k and difierence rank ». Hence, (°fi; °fl) 2
£ and it follows that » < »r: that is, (fi; fl) 2 ¢»r as asserted. If jIj = » = k, we
write I = P [Q where jP j = jQj = k, choose z 2 [Mp;mq 2Mq; rj 2 Rj , and let
° =
µ[Mp Mq Rj
z mq rj
¶
:
Then °fi; °fl are elements of H with rank k and difierence rank k. It follows that
k < »r and this completes the proof.
4. Primary rank equal to k0.
The primary rank of a congruence ‰ on H can only equal k0 if the associated ideal
K‰ lies in the \top half" of (1): our aim in this section is to describe all such
congruences, with the end result being quite difierent from anything in Clifiord and
Preston’s account of Malcev’s Theorem. Our flrst result is a useful tool in all that
follows: it is comparable with [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.63(i).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose fi; fl 2 H. If d(fi) = d(fl) = – < " • k and dr (fi; fl) = » then
there exists ° 2 H such that d(fi°) = d(fl°) = " and dr (fi°; fl°) = ».
Proof. Write fi; fl as we did at (2) and note that jJ j = k (by Lemma 2.4, » • –). Let
fejg = fepg [ feqg where jP j = " and jQj = k, and flx a 2 fepg. Then
° =
µ
ci fepg [D(fi) eq
ci a eq
¶
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is in G(") and
fi° =
µ
Mi [Rp Rq
ci a eq
¶
; fl° =
µ
Ni [Rp Rq
ci a eq
¶
have the desired property.
Once again we will require a result similar to [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.69.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose ‰ is a congruence on H for which ·(‰) = k0. If there exists
(fi; fl) 2 ‰ such that d(fi) = d(fl) = – and dr (fi; fl) = » 6= 0 then
¢” \ [H(–; k0)£H(–; k0)] µ ‰ (12)
where ” equals @0 if » is flnite, and equals »0 if » is inflnite.
Proof. We flrst show the result holds with the semigroup G(–) in place of H(–; k0)
whenever – < k. Clearly, in this case ‰ \ [G(–)£G(–)] is a non-identity congruence
on G(–). Hence, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, if fi; fl 2 H satisfy d(fi) = d(fl) = – and
they difier in any flnite number of places, or in at most » places when » is inflnite,
then (fi; fl) 2 ‰. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, an identical statement holds for – = k.
We now turn to the proof of (12) itself. Suppose ¾; ¿ 2 H and – • d(¾) • d(¿) = "
and dr (¾; ¿) = ´. If ´ is flnite then d(¾) = d(¿): otherwise, by Lemma 2.4(ii), we
have dr (¾; ¿) = " and this is inflnite. On the other hand, if ´ is inflnite and at most
» then again d(¾) = d(¿): otherwise, by Lemma 2.4(ii) and our basic supposition,
" = ´ • » • – < ", a contradiction. Hence in both cases, d(¾) = d(¿) = ". But, by
Lemma 4.1, there exists ° 2 H such that d(fi°) = d(fl°) = " and dr (fi°; fl°) = »,
and of course (fi°; fl°) 2 ‰. Thus, by the remarks in the flrst paragraph, we have
¢” \ [G(")£G(")] µ ‰
where ” has the desired properties. Since dr (¾; ¿) = ´ and this is flnite and non-zero,
or inflnite and at most », we therefore have (¾; ¿) 2 ‰.
If @0 • – • ", we introduce the notation:
I[–; "] = ffi 2 H : – • d(fi) • "g:
The next result is fundamental to all that follows in this section: there is no corre-
sponding result in Clifiord and Preston’s work.
Lemma 4.3. If ‰ is a congruence on H and there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with – • d(fi) <
d(fl) • " then I[–; "]£ I[–; "] µ ‰ and "0 • ·(‰).
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Proof. Let A = D(fi), so that jAj = –. We may suppose fi takes the form:
fi =
µ
A [ x xi
x xi
¶
where x =2 A, since any two elements of H with defect – and rank k are J {equivalent
in H. By Lemma 2.1, we then have (fi; fl1) 2 ‰ for some fl1 2 H where d(fl1) = ".
Put B = D(fl1)n(A [ x) and note that jBj = " since – < ". Post-multiplying (fi; fl1)
by the map in H that collapses B to a single point b 2 B and flxes XnB pointwise,
and then using the transitivity of ‰, we obtain
fi »
µ
A [ x B xj
x b xj
¶
(13)
where fxjg = fxignB. Note that jJ j = k if " < k; and when " = k, we can ensure that
jJ j = k by the simple expediency of collapsing k elements in B and leaving another
k elements in B flxed. In other words, we can ensure there exists a ‰{equivalent pair
as in (13) with jBj = " • k = jJ j. It then follows from (13) and the transitivity of ‰
that fi is ‰{equivalent to any „ 2 H satisfying (A[x)„ = x; (C [ b)„ = b and y„ = y
for any C µ Bnfbg with cardinal " and any y 2 A [ C [ b [ x.
Now suppose ° 2 H satisfles – • d(°) • " and put Y = A [ B [ E(°) [ x, where
E(°) = S(°) [ S(°)°, the so-called essential domain of °. Let Z = Y n(A [ B [ x)
and note that jZj • " (the ensuing argument is applicable even when Z is empty).
Write Bnb = P [Q[R where jP j = jQj = jZj and jRj = ", and let µ be any bijection
from P onto Q. Put
‚1 =
µ
A [ x p Q [R [ b xj
x pµ b xj
¶
where p ranges over P . Post-multiplying (13) by ‚1 and using the transitivity of ‰,
we flnd that (fi; ‚1) 2 ‰. Now write fx‘g = fxjgnZ (this is possibly empty since
Z µ fxjg: however, once again, the following argument remains applicable with
suitable interpretation). Choose any bijection … from P onto Z and deflne ‚2 2 H
by
‚2 =
µ
A [ x p Q [R [ b x‘ p…
x p… b x‘ p
¶
:
Then (fi‚2; ‚1‚2) 2 ‰ where fi‚2 = ‚2 and
fl2 = ‚1‚2 =
µ
A [ x B x‘ p…
x b x‘ p
¶
since B = P [Q [R [ b. Hence, (‚22; fl22) 2 ‰ where
‚22 =
µ
A [ x Q [R [ b xw
x b xw
¶
and fl22 =
µ
A [ x B [ Z x‘
x b x‘
¶
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and fxwg = fx‘g[P . From the remark at the end of the flrst paragraph, (fi; ‚22) 2 ‰
since Q [ R µ Bnb and jQ [ Rj = ". Thus, (fi; fl3) 2 ‰ where fl3 = fl22 , and we now
write
fi =
µ
A [ x b xm x‘
x b xm x‘
¶
and fxmg = (Bnb) [ Z. Note that jM j = " and 0 • jLj • k. Now choose a 2 A and
c 2 R, and let „ 2 H be the map satisfying (A [ x)„ = c; c„ = x, and y„ = y for all
y =2 A [ x [ c. Post-multiplying (fi; fl3) by „ producesµ
A [ x c b xn x‘
c x b xn x‘
¶
»
µ
A [ x B [ Z x‘
c b x‘
¶
(14)
where fxng = fxmgnc. Multiplying (14) by itself flnally gives us
fi »
µ
A [ x [ b [ fxmg x‘
b x‘
¶
: (15)
We now adapt an idea from [1] vol 2, pp 244-245, and put
H(Y ) = ffi 2 H(X) : Y fi µ Y and x‘fi¡1 = x‘g
where, as above, Y = A [ B [ E(°) [ x. Then under the isomorphism H(Y ) !
H(Y ); ’! ’jY , the congruence ‰ on H induces a congruence ‰Y on H(Y ) via:
(’jY; ˆjY ) 2 ‰Y if and only if (’;ˆ) 2 ‰ \ [H(Y )£H(Y )]:
From (15), we deduce that in H(Y ) there is a map with defect – and rank " that
is ‰Y {equivalent to a constant in H(Y ). Thus, by Lemma 2.2, every map in H(Y )
with defect at least – (and, a priori, with rank at most ") is ‰Y {equivalent to a
constant in H(Y ). However, by Lemma 3.1, the constants in H(Y ) are ‰Y {equivalent
and it follows that (fijY; °jY ) 2 ‰Y . Hence, (fi; °) 2 ‰ and we have shown that
I[–; "]£ I[–; "] µ ‰.
The flnal portion of the Lemma follows from some re°ection on (15). If jLj = k,
we post-multiply (15) by the map in H collapsing fx‘g to b and flxing the rest of
X pointwise: this produces an element of H with rank " and defect k which is ‰{
equivalent to a constant; that is, H(k; "0) µ K‰ and "0 • ·(‰). On the other hand, if
jLj < k then jM j = " = k: in this event, write fxmg = fxsg[fxtg where jSj = jT j = k
and post-multiply (15) by the map in H collapsing fx‘g to b, as well as fxsg to a
point in fxsg, and flxing the rest of X pointwise; this produces an element of H with
rank k and defect k which is ‰{equivalent to a constant: that is, H(k; k0) µ K‰ and
·(‰) = k0.
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Clearly, if ‰ is not universal on H then –(‰) > @0. Moreover, from the above result,
we can deduce that if (fi; fl) 2 ‰ and d(fi) < d(fl) < –(‰) then there exists (¾; ¿) 2 ‰
with ¾ 6= ¿ and d(¾) = d(¿) < –(‰). Hence, either there are no distinct ‰{equivalent
fi; fl 2 H whose defects are equal and less than –(‰) or the opposite is true: in the
former case, it follows that ‰ = H(–(‰); k0)⁄; and in the latter case, we let
m = min f– : d(fi) = d(fl) = – < –(‰) for some (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with fi 6= flg:
Clearly, @0 • m < –(‰) and, since the cardinals are well-ordered, m is attained. For
each – satisfying m • – • –(‰), let
–o = sup f" : d(fi) = – • " = d(fl) for some (fi; fl) 2 ‰g:
Note that, although –o may not be attained, we always have – • –o and –o • –(‰).
For, if –(‰) < –o then there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with d(fi) = – < –(‰) • d(fl) (otherwise,
we contradict the choice of –o) and then Lemma 4.3 contradicts the choice of –(‰).
Let … denote the equivalence deflned on the interval [m; –(‰)) = f" : m • " < –(‰)g
by
– … " if and only if –o = "o;
and let [–] equal the …{class containing –. For each [–], put
–o = min f" : " 2 [–]g
and let »(–) be the least cardinal greater than all » where d(fi); d(fl) 2 [–] and
dr (fi; fl) = » 6= 0. By Theorem 2.6, each »(–) is inflnite. In fact, we also have:
[–] 6= ["] and – < " imply »(–) • min f"o; »(")g: (16)
For, under the given conditions, –o • ": otherwise, " < –o and so, from the deflnition
of –o, there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with d(fi) = – < " < d(fl); hence, –o = "o by Lemma
4.3, and thus [–] = ["], a contradiction. Consequently, if »(") < »(–) then, from
the deflnition of »(–), there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰ with – • d(fi) • d(fl) • –o • " and
»(") • dr (fi; fl) • d(fl). Hence, by Lemma 4.3 (if necessary), there exists (¾; ¿) 2 ‰
with d(¾) = d(¿) = d(fl) and dr (¾; ¿) = dr (fi; fl) = … say. But then Lemma 4.1
implies there exists (‚; „) 2 ‰ with d(‚) = d(„) = " and dr (‚; „) = … ‚ »("),
contradicting the deflnition of »("). Finally, if "o < »(–) then there exists (fi; fl) 2 ‰
with –o • d(fi) • d(fl) • (–o)o and "o • dr (fi; fl) • d(fl). Since this immediately
implies [–] = ["], a contradiction, it follows that »(–) • "o. That is, (16) is true.
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We assert that if ‰ is non-universal then it equals ' where
' = idH [ [f¢»(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄ : [–] 2 [m; –(‰))= …g [H(–(‰); k0)⁄:
For, suppose (fi; fl) 2 ‰ where fi 6= fl and m • d(fi) • d(fl) < –(‰). Let d(fi) = " 2 [–].
Then, by deflnition, –o • d(fi) • d(fl) • –o and (fi; fl) 2 ¢»(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄ µ '.
Conversely, suppose (fi; fl) 2 ¢»(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄ for some …{class [–]: that is,
–o • d(fi) • d(fl) and 0 6= dr (fi; fl) < »(–):
Now, from the deflnition of »(–), we know there exists (¾; ¿) 2 ‰ with –o • d(¾) •
d(¿) • (–o)o and dr (¾; ¿) ‚ dr (fi; fl) = … say. If d(¾) < d(¿) then d(¿) = dr (¾; ¿) ‚
… and, by Lemma 4.3, all elements of H with defect equal to d(¿) are ‰{equivalent.
So, if d(fi) = d(fl) = ", we can assume that d(¾) = d(¿) • –o • " by (16). In this
case, by Lemma 4.1, there exists (‚; „) 2 ‰ with d(‚) = d(„) = " and dr (‚; „) ‚ ….
From Theorem 2.6, it follows that ¢…0 \ [G(")£G(")] µ ‰ and so (fi; fl) 2 ‰.
Suppose instead that d(fi) < d(fl). Then, by Lemma 2.4(ii), dr (fi; fl) = d(fl) < »(–)
and again there exists (¾; ¿) 2 ‰ with –o • d(¾) • d(¿) • (–o)o and d(fl) • dr (¾; ¿) •
max fd(¾); d(¿)g = d(¿): Hence, by Lemma 4.3, (fi; fl) 2 ‰.
A diagram may help the reader to appreciate the nature of the relations … and '.
On the left of the vertical dots are the possible defects for elements of H; and those
in [m; –(‰)) are partitioned into …{classes [–] whose least element is attained and
denoted by –o, and whose supremum equals –o and may possibly not be attained.
And on the right are the corresponding components of the relation '.
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@0 †
...
m †
9=; identity
...
[–]
8>>>>><>>>>>:
–o †
...
– †
...
–o –
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
¢»(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄
...
»(–)? †
...
–(‰) †
...
k †
9>=>; H(–(‰); k0)⁄
We call (…; ») the equi{isotone pair associated with the congruence ‰. The foregoing
remarks establish half of the following result.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose X is an inflnite set with jXj = k. Let m and À be cardinals
satisfying @0 • m < À • k and let … be an equivalence on the interval [m;À). For
each …{class [–], let –o = min f" : " 2 [–]g and suppose »À : [m;À)= … ! [@0; À]
satisfles (16). If a relation ' = '(…; »À) is deflned on H by:
' = idH [ [f¢»À(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄ : [–] 2 [m; À)= …g [H(À; k0)⁄
then ' is a congruence on H and (…; »À) is the equi{isotone pair for '. Conversely,
if ‰ is a non-universal congruence on H such that ·(‰) = k0 then –(‰) > @0 and
‰ = '(…; »À) for some equi{isotone pair with À = –(‰).
Proof. Clearly, ' is re°exive and symmetric, and it is left and right compatible. To
show it is transitive, suppose (fi; fl) 2 ' and (fl; °) 2 ' where fi 6= fl and fl 6= °.
Then each of fi; fl; ° has defect at least m. To simplify notation in what follows, we
write » = »À.
Suppose (fi; fl) 2 ¢»(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄ and (fl; °) 2 H(À; k0)⁄. Then if d(fi) < d(fl), we
conclude that À • d(fl) = dr (fi; fl) < »(–) • À, a contradiction. Hence, d(fl) • d(fi)
and both fi and ° have defect at least À: that is, (fi; °) 2 H(À; k0)⁄ µ ', as required.
Suppose (fi; fl) 2 ¢»(–) \H(–o; k0)⁄ and (fl; °) 2 ¢»(") \H("o; k0)⁄ where – < " and
[–] 6= ["]. If d(fi) < "o • d(fl) then by (16) we have:
"o • d(fl) = dr (fi; fl) < »(–) • "o
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which is a contradiction. Hence, "o • d(fi), so both fi and ° have defect at least "o.
Moreover, dr (fi; fl) < »(–) • »(") and dr (fl; °) < »(") imply that dr (fi; °) < »(")
(since ¢»(") is a congruence on H). Thus, (fi; °) 2 ¢»(")\H("o; k0)⁄ µ ' as required.
Now let (·; ´) be the equi{isotone pair associated with ' and for each – ‚ m, let
–# be the least cardinal greater than or equal to " for which there exists (fi; fl) 2 '
with – • d(fi) • d(fl) • ". We assert that –# = "# if and only if –o = "o, and hence
the relations · and … are equal, as required. For, suppose – • " • –#. If – < " and
[–] 6= ["] then (16) implies »(–) • "o. But, by Lemma 4.3, all elements of H with
defect " are '{equivalent. Therefore, since there are transformations with defect "
which difier at " places, we deduce that " < »(–) • "o • ", a contradiction. Hence,
either – = " or [–] = ["], and in either case we have – … ". Conversely, suppose
[–] = ["]. Then –o = "o and if "# < –# then, by deflnition of –#, there must exist
(fi; fl) 2 ' with
–o • d(fi) • d(fl) • –# and "o • "# < d(fl):
But, by Lemma 4.3, this contradicts the deflnition of "#. A dual argument shows –#
is not less than "#, and so –# = "# as required.
It remains to show that the maps ´ and » are equal. Suppose »(–) < ´(–) for some
– satisfying m • – • À. Then, by the deflnition of ´, there exists (fi; fl) 2 ' with
d(fi) = d(fl) = – ‚ –o and dr (fi; fl) ‚ »(–). Since this contradicts the deflnition of ',
we know ´(–) • »(–) for all – 2 [m;À). Suppose there exists – for which ´(–) < »(–).
If ´(–) • –, we construct fi; fl 2 H with d(fi) = d(fl) = – and dr (fi; fl) = ´(–); for
example:
fi =
µ faig [ fbig fxjg [ z x‘
ai z x‘
¶
and fl =
µ faig [ fbig fxjg [ z x‘
bi z x‘
¶
where jIj = ´(–); jJ j = – and jLj = k. But then, by supposition, (fi; fl) 2 ' and this
contradicts the deflnition of ´(–). Hence, the supposition implies the successor –0 is
at most ´(–) = ", say. In this case, we have – < ", and [–] 6= ["] by the deflnition of
´(–). Therefore, since the map » satisfles (16), we have
" = ´(–) < »(–) • »(") • "o • ";
which is a contradiction. Consequently, for all –, we have ´(–) ‚ »(–) and equality
follows.
Example. Malcev’s Theorem states that every non{trivial congruence on T (X) is a
flnite union of congruences, each of which is the intersection of a Rees congruence and
a Malcev congruence on T (X). The above Theorem shows that a similar result holds
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in a special case for H, except that the union may well be inflnite. For completeness,
we now give an example in which a flnite union cannot be obtained.
Suppose X is a set such that jXj = k and
@0 < m0 < m1 < m2 < ¢ ¢ ¢ < À = @! < k
where, for i ‚ 0;mi+1 = m0i and À =
P
mi. For each i ‚ 0 and – such that
mi • – < mi+1, put »(–) = mi+1, and let … be the equivalence on [@0; À) determined
by the partition f[mi;mi+1) : i ‚ 0g. Then, clearly (…; ») is the equi{isotone pair for
the congruence ' deflned in Theorem 4.4. Suppose ' can be written in the form
' = idH [ [f¢´(j) \H(pj ; qj)⁄ : j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ng [H(p0; q0)⁄ (17)
for some cardinals p0; q0 and pj ; qj ; ´(j) where j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n. Then, by the deflnition
of '; À • p0. In fact, if À < p0 and d(fi) = À then (fi;Xa) belongs to ¢´(j) \
H(pj ; qj)⁄ for some j (otherwise, (fi;Xa) 2 H(p0; q0)⁄ implies p0 • À, contradicting
the assumption). But, in this event, pj • À < k, so qj = k0 and pj must equal À
(since À is the least cardinal – for which ' contains a pair (fi;Xa) with d(fi) = –).
In addition, since dr (fi;Xa) = k, we have ´(j) = k0. That is, ¢´(j) \ H(pj ; qj)⁄
equals H(À; k0)⁄, and the latter contains H(p0; q0)⁄. Consequently, if we assume in
the right-hand side of (17) that n is minimal then p0 must equal À and pj must be
less than À for all j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n. On the other hand, if every ´(j) is less than À, we can
choose an m‘ greater than all the pj and all the ´(j), and observe that ' contains
all (fi; fl) with d(fi) = d(fl) = m‘ and dr (fi; fl) = m‘. Since this is a contradiction,
some ´(j) must equal À. But then there exist fi; fl 2 H and integers r; s such that
pj < d(fi) = mr < ms = d(fl) and dr (fi; fl) = ms < À = ´(j). That is, (fi; fl) belongs
to the right-hand side of (17) but, by construction, (fi; fl) =2 '. This contradiction
completes the proof that the given ' cannot be a flnite union of congruences, each
of which is the intersection of a Rees congruence and a Malcev congruence on H.
5. Finite primary rank.
Finally, we consider the case when K‰ = H(k; ·(‰)) and ·(‰) is flnite. This can be
handled much more easily than the previous two cases, and our approach will again
closely follow Clifiord and Preston’s treatment of the corresponding case for T (X).
Indeed, the only complication is to ensure that in the proofs of [1] vol 2, Lemmas
10.66 and 10.67, we can choose elements of H to achieve the desired result.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose ‰ is a congruence on H for which ·(‰) is flnite. If there exists
(fi; fl) 2 ‰ and ·(‰) • r(fi) < @0 then (fi; fl) 2 H.
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Proof. By the deflnition of ·(‰), we know (fi; fl) =2 H(k; ·(‰))⁄ and so Theorem 3.2
implies r(fi) = r(fl) = r say. By assumption, 2 • ·(‰) • r. Hence, if Xfi 6= Xfl, we
can choose c 2 XflnXfi and let ° be a transformation that flxes Xfi pointwise and
collapses XnXfi to a point in Xflnc. Then ° 2 H;fi° = fi and Xfl° µ Xflnc. That
is, (fi; fl°) 2 ‰ where r(fi) = r and r(fl°) • r ¡ 1; thus, by Theorem 3.2, ·(‰) > r,
contradicting the assumption. Hence, Xfi = Xfl.
Suppose there exists a pair (a; b) which is in fi – fi¡1 but not in fl – fl¡1, and let
B = fxig [ fa; bg be a cross-section of X=fl – fl¡1. Let ° be a transformation that
flxes B pointwise, maps xifl to xi; afl to a and bfl to b, and collapses Xn(B[Xfl) to a
single point in the same set. Then ° 2 H;Xfl° = B and fl° is an idempotent. Since
Xfi = Xfl, we also have Xfi° = B but X(fi°)2 is a proper subset of B since afi = afl.
That is, ((fi°)2; fl°) 2 ‰ where r((fi°)2) < r(fl°) = r, and so Theorem 3.2 implies
·(‰) > r, a contradiction as before. Hence, we conclude that fi – fi¡1 = fl – fl¡1 and
so Lemma 2.2 implies (fi; fl) 2 H.
The proof of our next result is identical to that of [1] vol 2, Lemma 10.67, so we
omit the details. Note however that the transformation ° deflned in Clifiord and
Preston’s proof belongs to H since r(fi) being flnite implies that at least one Mi (in
their notation) must have cardinal k and that means ° has shift, defect and collapse
equal to k.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose ‰ is a congruence on H for which ·(‰) is flnite. If there exists
(fi; fl) 2 ‰ where fi 6= fl and ·(‰) • r(fi) < @0 then ·(‰) = r(fi).
For completeness, we include the following result whose proof is identical to that of
[1] vol 2, Theorem 10.60, so we again omit the details. Recall however that if n is
a positive integer then H(k; n) = In; that Clifiord and Preston’s proof is primarily
aimed at showing ¾+ is compatible with the product on T (X) (hence also with that
on H); and that the transformation – used in their proof belongs to H since XnXfi
has cardinal k.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose n is a positive integer and ¾ is a non-universal congruence
on In+1=In. Then the relation ¾+ deflned on H by:
¾+ = idH [ [¾ \ (Dn £Dn)] [ [In £ In]
is a congruence on H.
For convenience, we include a proof of the next result, even though it closely follows
that of [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.68.
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Corollary 5.4. If ‰ is a non-trivial congruence on H for which ·(‰) = n is flnite
then ‰ = ¾+ for some congruence ¾ on In+1=In.
Proof. If n = 1; ‰ = idH . If n 6= 1 then K‰ = H(k; n) = In. By Lemma 5.2, if fi has
flnite rank greater than n then (fi; fl) 2 ‰ implies fi = fl. On the other hand, if fi has
inflnite rank and (fi; fl) 2 ‰ then Theorem 3.2 implies r(fi) = r(fl). Suppose cfi 6= cfl
for some c 2 X. Put cfi = a and cfl = b, and let ° be a transformation which flxes
(XnXfi) [ fa; bg pointwise and maps Xfinfa; bg onto a flnite set with more than n
elements. Since Xfi has inflnite cardinal, · say, the same is true of (XnXfi) [ fa; bg
and, since ° maps this set onto a flnite set, it follows that ° has shift, defect and
collapse equal to ·. That is, ° 2 H and cfi° = a and cfl° = b. Thus, (fi°; fl°) 2 ‰
where fi° has flnite rank greater than n but fi° 6= fl°, contradicting our opening
statement. Hence, we have shown that ‰ equals the identity when it is restricted to
the set of all elements with (flnite or inflnite) rank greater than n.
Clearly, the restriction of ‰ to In+1 is a congruence on In+1. Also, by deflnition of
·(‰) = n; In is a ‰{class and so ‰ induces a congruence ¾ on In+1=In. That is, ‰ = ¾+
as required.
6. Final Comments.
In [1] vol 2, Theorem 10.77, Clifiord and Preston showed that, for arbitrary X, the
lattice{theoretic join of two congruences on T (X) equals their set{theoretic union
and that hence the lattice of congruences on T (X) is distributive. Since H(k; ·) = I·
for · • k, Clifiord and Preston’s argument and our Theorems 3.9 and 5.4 show that
the set of congruences ‰ on H for which ·(‰) • k forms a lattice under [ and \.
However, the same is not true in general for the set of all congruences on H.
For example, suppose @0 < – < » < k = jXj and consider the relation ¢» [H(–; k0)⁄.
Write X = faig [ fbig [ C [ D where jIj = –; jCj = @0 and jDj = k. Deflne three
elements fi; fl; ° of H as follows: fi collapses C to a point in C and flxes the rest of
X; fl maps each ai to bi, has the same efiect on C as fi does, and flxes the rest of X;
and ° collapses D to a point z in D, has the same efiect on C as fi does, and flxes
the rest of X. Then D(fi; fl) = faig and dr (fi; fl) = – < », so (fi; fl) 2 ¢». Also,
D(fl) = faig, so fl 2 H(–; k0). Clearly, ° 2 H(–; k0), so we have (fl; °) 2 H(–; k0)⁄.
But D(fi; °) = Dnfzg and dr (fi; °) = k, so (fi; °) =2 ¢». In addition, d(fi) = @0 < –,
so (fi; °) =2 H(–; k0)⁄. That is, the relation ¢» [H(–; k0)⁄ is not transitive. Hence, in
general the set of all congruences on H is not closed under [.
We note however that the above example is exceptional: that is, if @0 • » • – then
¢»[H(–; k0)⁄ is a congruence on H. For, suppose (fi; fl) 2 ¢» and (fl; °) 2 H(–; k0)⁄.
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If d(fi) < d(fl) then Lemma 2.4(ii) implies – • d(fl) = dr (fi; fl) < », a contradiction.
Hence, – • d(fl) • d(fi) and so fi 2 H(–; k0) and (fi; °) 2 H(–; k0)⁄. That is,
¢»[H(–; k0)⁄ is transitive when » • –; and since it is clearly re°exive and symmetric,
and compatible with the product on H, it is therefore a congruence on H.
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